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Abstract

A new simulation approach is proposed to improve the stability and the perceived rigidity of contacts during haptic interaction
with multi rigid body virtual environments. The approach computes impulsive forces upon contact and penalty and friction forces
during contact. The impulsive forces are derived using a newcollision resolution method that never increases the kinetic energy of
the system. When new contacts arise, the impulsive forces generate large hand accelerations without requiring increased contact
stiffness and damping. Virtual objects and linkages are regarded as points in the configuration space and no distinctionis made
between them in the proposed approach.
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Haptic rendering of rigid contacts using impulsive
and penalty forces

I. I NTRODUCTION

In many virtual reality applications, haptic feedback is
beneficial only if the forces rendered to users represent the
physical phenomenon with sufficient accuracy. A main factor
in enhancing the realism of the haptic manipulation of rigid
objects and linkages is the perceived contact rigidity. As
demonstrated by user studies [1], [2], the perceived rigidity
of virtual contacts can be improved through applying large
forces to users upon contact. A number of applications,
such as virtual CAD prototyping or medical simulators for
orthopedics, may benefit from improved perception of various
levels of rigidity.

Both the virtual environment simulation and the haptic
controller contribute to the perceived rigidity of the virtual
contacts. The simulation computes interaction forces that
reflect the employed model of rigid body contact and the
controller transmits them to users. In existing haptics research,
physically-based interactions within multi rigid body virtual
environments are generated using three real time simulation
methods developed in graphics and robotics: penalty-based,
constraint-based, and impulse-based methods.

This research is concerned with improving the stability
and the perceived rigidity of contacts during the haptic ma-
nipulation of virtual rigid objects and linkages. It proposes
a simulation approach that combines constraint-based and
penalty-based techniques. Specifically, it computes constraint-
based impulsive forces upon contact and penalty-based and
friction forces during contact. The impulsive forces are derived
using a new rigid body contact model and a new pseudo-
inverse based simultaneous collision resolution method that
never increases the kinetic energy of the system1. A suitable
controller transmits these forces to users.

The paper starts by reviewing relevant work in real time
simulation, haptics simulation, and collision modeling, and by
discussing the proposed approach in relation to this work. The
new contact model is introduced in Section III, followed by
the penalty-based second order dynamics of the virtual world
in Section IV. In Section V, the dynamics used for collision
resolution are derived from these second order dynamics.
In addition, the new constraint-based simultaneous collision
resolution method is shown to never increase the kinetic
energy of the system. In Section VI, the haptic performance
of the proposed approach is compared to that of the penalty-
based and the constraint-based methods through simulations.
Limitations imposed by the haptic device are discussed and so-
lutions are devised to address them. Experiments are presented
in Section VII. They demonstrate increased contact stability
during user interaction with a planar virtual environment

1Preliminary versions of this work were presented in [3] and [4].

modeled by penalties and impulses compared to a penalties-
alone model.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, real time multi rigid body simulation meth-
ods are overviewed. They are classified into penalty-based,
constraint-based, and impulse-based techniques based on the
model of rigid contact that they use. Each model recognizes
different contact states and enforces constraint rigidityin a
specific way. In particular, a colliding contact state is recog-
nized only when constraints are modeled as perfectly rigid.

Penalty-based simulations recognize two contact states: no
contact, if a positive separation distance exists between bodies;
and resting contact, if bodies interpenetrate. Penalty-based
methods approximate constraints by penalizing constraintvi-
olations proportional to the stiffness and the damping of the
virtual contacts. General-purpose penalty-based algorithms [5]
are computationally inexpensive and compatible with the fixed
time step integrators required in haptics. They are used in
many implementations, including in the haptic rendering of
virtual worlds through a virtual tool [6]. However, the re-
quirement for simulation stability limits the virtual contact
damping [7]. In turn, the virtual damping limits the magnitude
of the penalty-based forces that arise upon contact, and, hence,
the perceived rigidity of the virtual world.

Constraint-based simulations recognize three contact states:
no contact, if a positive separation distance exists between
bodies; colliding contact, if the separation distance is zero
and bodies move into each other at least at one contact; and
resting contact, if the separation distance is zero and bodies
maintain contact or move away from each other at all contacts.
Constraint-based techniques enforce rigid constraints exactly
and prevent body interpenetration by applying impulses at col-
liding contacts. Two types of algorithms implement constraint-
based techniques. Event-driven schemes [8], [9] integratethe
system dynamics between collision events, resolve occurring
collisions, and reset the integrator before continuing to inte-
grate the dynamics. Such algorithms are not directly useful
in haptics because they require variable step size integrators,
i.e., there is no guaranteed completion time. Time-stepping
schemes [10], [11] solve a time-discretization of the system
dynamics that includes the impact rules and the perfectly rigid
constraints enforced at the velocity level. Such algorithms
are compatible with fixed time steps, but have no guaranteed
completion time. This is because they can avoid constraint
drift only through accurate collision detection and the refor-
mulation of the system dynamics at each contact configuration
change. Since there exists no a priori bound on the number
of collisions that can occur during one simulation step, the
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computation time is unpredictable. Time-stepping simulations
with constraint stabilization [12], [13], [14] have guaranteed
completion time. However, these simulations were proven to
not increase the kinetic energy of the system only for smooth
convex objects undergoing perfectly plastic collisions [14].
Constraint-based methods developed for haptics [15], [16]
model the colliding contacts between the user and the virtual
world only implicitly and are compatible with fixed time step
integrators. These methods are suitable for point interaction
with virtual worlds, but their extension to rigid body inter-
action is not straightforward [17]. Moreover, the potential
haptic advantage of perfectly rigid contacts is lost because
the simulation does not compute constraint-based forces and
impulses. Users perceive only penalty-like forces appliedto
them by the interaction controller.

Impulse-based simulations recognize two contact states:
no contact, if a positive separation distance exists between
bodies; and colliding contact, if the separation distance be-
tween bodies is zero. Impulse-based techniques [18] enforce
rigid constraints exactly. They implement resting contactas
a series of micro-collisions and apply impulses to prevent
body interpenetration. Impulse-based techniques yield visually
acceptable results, but haptically unconvincing resting contacts
and dry friction [19]. Furthermore, the simulation becomes
computationally intensive for frequent resting contacts [18].

Regardless of the technique used for generating the virtual
environment, little haptics work exists that enhances the per-
ception of rigidity through large force variations when new
contacts arise. The earliest large force changes rendered to
users upon contact are the “braking pulses” [20]. The braking
pulses arise from a virtual wall model with high initial contact
damping. They are designed to dissipate the entire kinetic
energy of the user’s hand during point interaction within
virtual environments. Impulsive forces are used to model
planar collisions of rigid bodies in [21] and of linkages in [22].
These forces satisfy Poisson’s restitution hypothesis in aleast
squares sense and their passivity is not proven.

The approach proposed herein uses a new, impulse-
augmented penalty contact model. Specifically, contacts are
exactly enforced during collisions by impulses, and they are
enforced only approximately otherwise by penalty functions.
The approach maintains compatibility with fixed time step
integrators by using penalty-based numerical methods during
contact. At the same time, it improves the stability and the
perceived rigidity of contacts by computing impulsive forces
upon contact. The kinetic energy dissipated during collisions
depends on the restitution properties and on the geometry
of the contacts and is independent of the contact stiffness
and damping. The approach generalizes earlier work in [20]
in two ways: it allows the energy dissipated upon contact
to be adjusted through the coefficient of restitution; and
is suitable for rigid body simulation, as opposed to point
interaction. Compared to earlier work in [21] and [22], it uses
a new contact model and Newton’s restitution hypothesis for
collision resolution. The contact model allows transitions to
the collision state from all contact states. Therefore, rigid body
contact is represented more accurately (see Section III) and the
simulation can account for device limitations (see SectionVI).

Newton’s restitution hypothesis allows multiple collisions to
be resolved such that the kinetic energy of the system never
increases during collisions.

Compared to multi rigid body collision resolution meth-
ods developed in mechanics (see [23] for a comprehensive
review of relevant work), the proposed technique sacrifices
accuracy for computational efficiency. Accurate modeling of
unilateral contacts requires the system dynamics to be de-
rived based on the complementarity rule2 and solved us-
ing numerical algorithms for complementarity problems, as
in [24], [25], [10], [11], [14]. However, time-stepping com-
plementarity formulations are computationally expensivefor
haptics (if they require constraint stabilization) or proven to
not increase the system kinetic energy only for perfectly plastic
collisions between smooth convex objects (if they include
constraint stabilization). The complementarity formulation is
sidestepped in the present approach by exactly enforcing
rigid contacts only during collisions. Hence, collisions can
be rendered to users through various high frequency force
signals (as suggested in [26]) that dissipate the same amount
of energy as the computed impulses. Such force signals
may enable users to distinguish collisions between different
materials (such as bone-bone, bone-metal, or metal-metal)
and will be investigated in upcoming work. During collisions,
three further simplifying assumptions are used in the present
approach: (i) that impulses develop at all contacts at which
bodies move into each other (while impulses may develop
at only a subset of these contacts in the complementarity
formulation); (ii) that velocities of all points in contactsatisfy
Newton’s restitution law at contacts where impulses develop
(while only their relative velocities obey Newton’s hypothesis
in the complementarity formulation); and (iii) that collisions
are frictionless. These assumptions imply a particular choice
of a multiple collision rule and sacrifice solution accuracy.
However, they allow collision resolution to achieve the high
fixed speed of the haptic controller.

III. T HE CONTACT MODEL

The proposed contact model is a dynamic model rather
than a geometric one. It is used for computing interaction
forces and impulses, based on the geometric information pro-
vided by a collision detection algorithm that is implemented
in the virtual environment. Typically, the collision detection
algorithm decomposes each rigid object into a collection of
convex polyhedra and computes contacts between pairs of
these polyhedra [27]. For each contact, it provides a contact
point, a penetration depth, and a contact normal direction.In
the present approach, a contact is defined by this geometric
information plus the contact velocity. The contact velocity is
the relative velocity between the contacting polyhedra at the
contact point. It is defined such that the normal contact velocity
(i.e., the component of the contact velocity along the contact

2In the normal contact direction, the rule states that eitherthe relative
displacement and relative velocity are zero and the constraint impulse is not
zero or vice versa. In the contact plane, it states that either the tangential
relative velocity is zero and the friction force is in the friction cone, or the
relative tangential velocity is nonzero and the friction force is on the friction
cone.
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normal direction) is negative if the polyhedra move into each
other.

As in [28], two rigid bodies are said to be in the same
contact groupif there exists a chain of contacting moving rigid
bodies between them. The rigid body contact model proposed
in this paper has three states (whose designation follows [29]):
free motion, colliding contact, and resting contact. A rigid
body is said to be infree motionif it has no contacts. A rigid
body is said to be incolliding contact if at least one new
contact with negative normal contact velocity exists within its
contact group. Finally, a rigid body is said to be inresting
contact if it is neither in free motion nor in colliding contact
(i.e., the body can have non-zero acceleration and velocity
during resting contact). In a haptic simulation, bodies may
remain in colliding contact for multiple consecutive simulation
steps because new contacts may appear at every step.

The collision state of the proposed rigid body contact model
is introduced to emphasize new contacts. However, used in di-
rect conjunction with typical collision detection algorithms, the
model may emphasize numerical artifacts rather than physical
phenomena. Consider, for example, the case of a virtual ball-
socket joint. Depending on the object representation used for
collision detection, either a polyhedron with a large number
of faces approximates the ball and a large number of convex
polyhedra compose the concave socket, or several trimmed
NURBS approximate the ball and the socket. Furthermore,
body contact is represented through a finite number of contacts
between the convex pieces composing the ball and the socket.
When the ball rolls in the socket and the convex pieces in
contact change, most collision detection algorithms fail to
maintain contact continuity and report a large number of
easily forming and breaking contacts. If these contacts are
used directly in the proposed rigid body contact model, the
ball-socket joint will frequently switch to colliding contact
instead of maintaining resting contact. Unless this artifact is
eliminated, it will be emphasized by the proposed rigid body
contact model (as well as by any other contact model that
distinguishes a collision state upon contact) and the realism
of the interaction may be destroyed.

Two steps are used in the present approach to eliminate
this numerical artifact. First, sufficiently close contacts are
collapsed into a single contact using clustering [27]. Second,
the temporal coherence of the remaining contacts is maintained
using spatial coherence. In other words, contacts existingat
two consecutive time steps are considered the same contact
if they are within a pre-specified distance of each other.
Time coherence breaks down if the virtual objects move
more than the pre-specified distance during one simulation
step. Therefore, this distance must be chosen based on the
maximum speed of the virtual object motion and the time step
of the simulation.

The proposed rigid body contact model combines approx-
imate and exact constraint enforcement during resting and
colliding contact, respectively. Hence, it requires penalty-based
resting contact dynamics and constraint-based collision reso-
lution. The numerical methods used to resolve resting contact
dynamics are presented in the next section. The proposed
multiple collision resolution technique follows in Section V.

F1
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T T T
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Fig. 1. Example contact and hand forces arising during the haptic manipu-
lation of a contact group with dynamics computed in configuration space.

IV. RESTING CONTACT

This work considers the case in which users manipulate
both virtual objects and virtual linkages (called virtual tools
hereafter). Realistic forces during these types of interaction
can be computed by representing the virtual world dynamics
in either Cartesian space or in configuration space. In Cartesian
space, a number of constraint equations must be added to
maintain the bilateral constraints and the simulation mustinte-
grate a computationally expensive differential algebraicsystem
of equations for which constraint satisfaction may be prob-
lematic [9]. In configuration space, the bilateral constraints
are embedded in the coordinate representation. In this case,
only a reduced number of coordinates must be integrated and
bilateral constraint satisfaction is guaranteed. Virtualobjects
and virtual linkages become points evolving in this space and
are indistinguishable. Therefore, configuration space dynamics
are used in the proposed simulation to compute the interactions
between the user and the virtual world.

Since bilateral constraints are incorporated in the coordinate
representation, only contact and user applied forces must be
included in the dynamics equations. Consider a contact group
with d degrees of freedom (DOF) andc resting contacts. In
configuration space, its dynamics3 are:D (q) �q +B (q; _q) +G (q) = cXi=1 JTi (q)F i + JTh (q)F h.

(1)
In (1),D (q) 2Rd�d is the configuration space inertia matrix
of the contact group,B (q; _q) 2 Rd represent Coriolis and
centripetal effects,G (q) 2 Rd are the gravitational terms,J i (q) 2 Rd�3 is the manipulator Jacobian computed at thei-th contact,F i 2R3 is the Cartesian space contact force at
the i-th contact,Jh (q) 2 Rd�6 is the manipulator Jacobian
computed at the user’s hand,F h 2 R6 is the Cartesian
space generalized force (force and torque) applied by the user,
and q 2 Rd, _q 2 Rd, and �q 2 Rd are the configuration
space positions, velocities, and accelerations, respectively (see
Figure 1).

If the contact group consists of both virtual objects and
virtual linkages, the matrices and vectors in (1) are obtained
by concatenating the matrices and vectors corresponding to

3Note that the implementation of (1) limits the complexity ofthe linkages
that can be manipulated. However, it does not limit users’ ability to manipulate
linkages using the proposed approach.
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each object and linkage. For example:qT = �q1 � � � qm� (2)

and: D (q) = 264D1 (q1) � � � 0
...0 � � � Dm (qm)375 . (3)

In (3), m is the total number of virtual objects and virtual
linkages and the configuration space dynamics of a virtual
rigid body are the same as its Cartesian space dynamics.

The contact forces in (1) have a componentFn;i along the
contact normal directionni, modeling contact rigidity, and
a componentFf;i along the directionti (orthogonal to the
contact normal), modeling dry friction:F i = Fn;ini + Ff;iti. (4)

In the proposed approach, resting contact is enforced using
penalties. Hence, the normal component of the contact force
at thei-th contact is computed by:Fn;i = �Kcontactsi (q)�Bcontactvn;i (q) . (5)

In (5), Kcontact and Bcontact are the contact stiffness and
damping, si is the separation between bodies at contact
(because bodies overlap,si is negative and equal to the
penetration depth of the contact), andvn;i is the normal contact
velocity. Dry friction is modeled using a modified Coulomb
model. Hence, the tangential component of the contact force
at thei-th contact is computed by:Ff;i = � �Fn;i if jvt;ij � vthresholdvt;ivthreshold �Fn;i otherwise . (6)

In (6), � is the coefficient of dry friction for the pair of
contacting bodies andvt;i is the tangential contact velocity (the
component of the contact velocity orthogonal to the contact
normal direction). The threshold valuevthreshold allows the
contact to transition between the stick and the slip friction
states. Any friction model that employs only vertex contact
state information can replace the model in (6), such as [30]
or [31].

As shown by (5) and (6), only state information is used in
the proposed simulation to compute contact forces. Therefore,
(1) can be directly solved for the configuration space acceler-
ation: �q =D�1 cXi=1 JTi F i + JThF h �B �G! . (7)

In (7), the dependence on the instantaneous state of all
terms on the right hand side of the equation is implied. The
configuration space acceleration is then integrated using afixed
step size integrator compatible with the requirements of the
haptic control loop.

While the resting contact dynamics discussed in this section
are typical for penalty-based simulations, the dynamics ofcol-
liding contact implement a constraint-based approach. These
dynamics are presented in the next section.

V. COLLISION RESOLUTION

The colliding contact state is introduced in the proposed
approach to improve the penalty-based approximation of un-
yielding contacts. In conjunction with the fixed step size of
the haptic simulation, this state requires multiple collisions to
be resolved simultaneously. Rather than incorporating contact
rigidity and dry friction into a complementarity formulation,
the proposed approach uses three simplifying assumptions:
(i) that impulses develop at all contacts at which bodies
move into each other during a collision; (ii) that velocities
of all points in contact obey Newton’s restitution law at
contacts at which impulses develop; and (iii) that collisions
are frictionless. Unlike more accurate multiple collisionmod-
els [24], [32], [25], this new technique is non-iterative. This is
advantageous in haptics, because of the hard limits imposed
by the force controller on computation times. Unlike the
model in [14], it makes no assumption about the coefficient
of restitution or the shape of the colliding objects.

The colliding contact dynamics are obtained through time
integration of (1):D _q =D _q0 + cXi=1 Z tt0 JTi F idt =D _q0 + cXi=1 JTi pi. (8)

In (8), D _q0 andD _q are the pre- and post-collision configu-
ration space momenta andpi = R tt0 F idt is the i-th contact
impulse. Since the collision is modeled as an instantaneous
event, i.e.,t ! t0, the hand and gravitational forces do not
contribute impulses to the impulse and momentum balance of
the system. Furthermore, apart from the collision impulses, no
other external impulses are applied to the contact group.

In addition, collisions are assumed frictionless, i.e.,pi =pini, with pi being the magnitude of thei-th contact impulse.
Then, the configuration space dynamics of colliding contact
become:D _q =D _q0 + cXi=1 JTi nipi =D _q0 +J Tc p. (9)

In (9), p = �p1 : : : pi : : : pc�T is the vector of contact im-

pulses andJ c = �JT1 n1 : : :JTi ni : : :JTc nc�T . For a contact
group with d DOF andc colliding contacts, (9) represents a
set of d equations withd + c unknowns, the post-collision
configuration space velocity_q and the contact impulsesp.
Further assumptions are needed to solve such a system [23].
These assumptions are provided by the various collision laws
proposed in the literature [24], [32], or [25]. To allow the
development of a non-iterative solution, Newton’s restitution
hypothesis is used in this work. Furthermore, the method is
proven to never increase the kinetic energy of the contact
group.

For one colliding contact, Newton’s restitution hypothesis
relates the pre-collision (vn0) and post-collision (vn) normal
contact velocities through the coefficient of restitutione:vn = �evn0. (10)

The coefficient of restitutione 2 �0,1� describes the nature
of the collision, with e = 1 corresponding to a perfectly
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elastic collision (no energy loss), ande = 0 corresponding
to a perfectly plastic collision.

In configuration space, (10) becomes:nTJ biq = �enTJ biq0 (11)

at a collision between bodybi of the contact group and a static
environment, and:nT �Jbi � J bj �q = �enT �J bi � Jbj � q0 (12)

at a self-collision, i.e., a collision between bodiesbi andbj of
the contact group. A more restrictive condition is imposed at
a self-collision in the proposed approach. Namely, the second
simplifying assumption is imposed on the contact group by
requiring it to obey:nTJ biq = �enTJ biq0 (13)

and: nTJ bjq = �enTJ bjq0 (14)

simultaneously. (13) and (14) ensure both that Newton’s
restitution law is observed and that the proposed collision
resolution technique maintains system passivity, as shownin
subsequent derivations. Using Equations (11), (13), and (14),
Newton’s restitution law is restated as:J c _q = �eJ c _q0. (15)

(15) represents a set ofc equations, where self-collisions are
counted once on each colliding body. Note also that the equal
sign in (15) embeds the first simplifying assumption used in
this work for resolving collisions.

In the proposed simulation method, (9) and (15) describe the
dynamics of colliding contact of a contact group withd DOF
andc simultaneous collisions. Their resolution and the proof of
the system passivity for both independent and overdetermined
constraints are presented next, followed by the technique used
to render collisions to users.

A. Independent constraints

This section starts by showing that a contact group with one
frictionless contact is passive if its colliding contact dynamics
are resolved using Newton’s hypothesis. The result is then
extended to a contact group with multiple independent contacts
for which (15) is used to ensure that Newton’s collision law
is obeyed.

Passivity of a contact group with a single colliding contact
is shown by proving that:

Theorem 1:If a contact group described by the momentum
equation: D _q =D _q0 +J Tc p
has one frictionless colliding contact and the post-collision
normal contact velocity is given by:vn = �evn0,
wheree 2 [0,1] is the coefficient of restitution, then the post-
collision kinetic energy of the contact group is:KE = KE0� �1� e2� _qT0J Tc J TcDJ cJ c _q0 � KE0 (18)

0.7m

A

q2

.
0

q1

.
0

(a) Collision at A.

0.5m

B

q1

.
0

q2

.
0

(b) Collision at B.

Fig. 2. Two link planar manipulator whose loss of kinetic energy for various
values of the coefficient of restitution is shown in Figure 3 for two different
contact geometries.

whereJ c = D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1 is the dynamically
consistent inverse ofJ c [33].
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Appendix I.

Notes:
As shown in Appendix I, the contact impulse due to one

collision is:p = � (1 + e)�J cD�1J Tc ��1J c _q0. (19)

This impulse is equal to the contact impulse computed in prior
complementarity formulations [24]. Hence, the simplifying
assumptions embedded in (15) involve no further approxi-
mation for the case of a single colliding contact. Moreover,
the proposed collision resolution method uses the dynamically
consistent inverse of the collision Jacobian, i.e., it is coordinate
invariant.

Kinetic energy is conserved during a perfectly elastic col-
lision (e = 1). The loss of kinetic energy during a plastic
collision (e < 1) depends both on contact properties, as given
by the coefficient of restitutione, and on contact geometry and
the contact group topology and geometry, embedded inJ c.
For example, various contact group topologies and geometries
and various contact geometries result in either a total or a
partial loss of kinetic energy during a plastic collision. Two
examples of how the loss of kinetic energy during a frictionless
collision varies with the coefficient of restitution are depicted
in Figure 3 for two different contact geometries of the two
link planar manipulator depicted in Figure 2. The manipulator
has link lengthsl1 = l2 = 1m, link massesm1 = m2 =1kg, configuration space positionq = ��2 0�T rad, and pre-

collision configuration space velocity_q0 = �1 1�T rad/s.
The collision resolution method employed for one colliding

contact can be directly applied to resolve multiple collisions
simultaneously if the contact constraints are independent, i.e.,J c is full row rank, and (15) is imposed to ensure that the
post-collision configuration space velocity obeys Newton’s hy-
pothesis. Then,J c is full row rank and the matrixJ cD�1J Tc
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Fig. 3. Loss of kinetic energy of the planar two link manipulator in Figure 2
during one frictionless collision for two different contact geometries.

is invertible (see the Appendix for proof).

B. Overdetermined constraints

If the contact constraints are overdetermined,J c is rank
deficient and the matrixJ cD�1J Tc is not invertible. Nev-

ertheless, its pseudo-inverse
�J cD�1J Tc �y can be used to

compute the contact impulses, and the post-collision configu-
ration space velocity according to:p = � (1 + e)�J cD�1J Tc �yJ c _q0 (20)_q = _q0 � (1 + e)D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c _q0.(21)

Passivity of a contact group with overdetermined colliding
constraints resolved simultaneously according to (21) results
from the following theorem:

Theorem 2:If a contact group described by the momentum
equation: D _q =D _q0 +J Tc p,

has c overdetermined frictionless colliding contacts and its
post-collision configuration space velocity is given by:J c _q = �eJ c _q,

wheree 2 [0,1] is the coefficient of restitution, then the post-
collision kinetic energy of the contact group is:KE = KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J TnJ TnDJ nJ n _q0 � KE0.

(24)

In (24),J n =D�1J Tn �J nD�1J Tn��1 is the dynamically

consistent inverse ofJ n, and J Tc = �J Tn J Tr �T withJ nfull row rank.
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix II.
Notes:
Similar to the case of independent constraints, the loss of

kinetic energy depends both on contact properties, throughthe
coefficient of restitutione, and on contact group topology and
geometry and contact geometry, throughJ n. Kinetic energy
is conserved during perfectly elastic collisions (e = 1).

From (33), it also follows that:_q = _q0 � (1 + e)D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c _q0 == _q0 � (1 + e)D�1J Tn �J nD�1J Tn��1J n _q0.(25)

In other words, the post-collision state of the contact group is
the same regardless whether the collisions are resolved using
the pseudo-inverse technique or constraint overdeterminancy
is eliminated before collision resolution. Hence, the pseudo-
inverse method is equivalent to selecting a set of independent
constraints and simultaneously resolving the collisions at these
contacts as described in Section V-A.

C. Rendering collisions to the user

The contact impulses are rendered to the user as impulsive
forces through a four channel teleoperation controller [34]. The
configuration space impulsive forces to be applied to the user’s
hand are computed such that they induce the same change in
the configuration space momentum of the contact group when
integrated over one time step of the haptic simulation:F env = J Tc p�t . (26)

In (26), �t is the haptic time step andp are the contact
impulses, computed according to (19) and (20).

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section, the performance of the proposed simulation
approach is compared to the performance of the penalty-based
and constraint-based approaches through simulation of user
interaction within a planar virtual environment. The limitations
of the haptic device are considered and a solution is proposed
to address them.

Note that, although suitable for rigid body interaction within
spatial virtual environments, the impulse-augmented penalty-
based approach is validated only for 3 DOF (x, y, �) rigid body
interaction within a planar virtual world in the present work.
This is due to the availability of only planar (Fx, Fy, �z) and
point (Fx, Fy , Fz) haptic interaction systems in the Robotics
and Control Laboratory. Interfaces without torque feedback
(such as 3 DOF point interaction devices) are unsuitable for
implementing the proposed approach. A device such as the
Phantom Premium 6DOF, with full torque feedback would be
necessary. To guarantee that the kinetic energy of the user’s
hand will not increase during collisions as a result of the
impulsive feedback, full rigid body force and torque feedback
is required (Fx, Fy, �z during planar interaction andFx, Fy,Fz, �x, �y, �z during spatial interaction). Unstable interaction
may arise due to the lack of torque feedback.

Figure 4 depicts the virtual environment employed in the
simulations. Users manipulate a rectangular peg by apply-
ing forces and torques at its center of mass. The virtual
world is connected to the haptic interface through a uni-
lateral coupler [15], [9] when generated using a constraint-
based approach, and through a four-channel teleoperation
controller [34] when generated using the proposed and the
penalty-based approaches. The unilateral coupler extendsto
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Fig. 4. Planar virtual world used in simulations and experiments. Starting
from rest and the position shown, the rectangular object is pushed into the
lower right corner by a controlled constant force.
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Fig. 5. Simulink diagrams of the controllers connecting thehaptic device
and the virtual environment. Controller parameters are given in Table I.

rigid body interaction the controller used in the god-object [15]
and the virtual proxy [9] point interaction techniques4. It is
a proportional derivative (PD) controller that coordinates the
positions of the device and the virtual tool during constrained
motion (Figure 5(a)). The unilateral coupler is inactive during
free motion. Hence, it acts as two unilateral spring-damper
pairs between the device and the virtual tool, one translational
and one rotational. The teleoperation controller (Figure 5(b))
has two position channels and two force channels. The two
position coordination channels form a PD controller that
acts as two spring-damper pairs (one translational and one
rotational) between the device and the virtual tool. The two
force channels are used to apply the hand forceFh to the
virtual tool and the environment forceFenv to the user’s hand.

In the simulations, the user pushes the virtual peg towards

4However, since it is not clear how the god-object and the virtual proxy
simulations can be extended to rigid body interaction, the virtual world is
evolved using forward dynamics algorithms similar to thosedeveloped in
graphics [8].

Fig. 6. The impedance device modeled in the simulations in this section and
employed in the experiments described in Section VII.

the corner with a forceF h = ��0:32N 0:4N 0Nm
�T

. This
simple interaction is chosen to illustrate the proposed approach
both because it can be validated experimentally and because
the constraints are overdetermined. The peg has dimensionsl1 = 0:021m and l2 = 0:0105m, massm = 2kg, and
moment of inertiaI = 0:005kgm2. The virtual walls have
stiffnessKwall = 1000N/m and dampingBwall = 50N/(m/s).
Collisions are considered perfectly plastic (e = 0). The
stiffness and damping of the position coordination channels
of the teleoperation controller connecting the proposed and
the penalty-based virtual environments and of the unilateral
coupler connecting the constraint-based virtual world to the
device are given in Table I. The parameters of the teleoperation
controller are optimized for transparency [34], while those of
the unilateral coupler are chosen to match the impedance of
the virtual contacts. To match the planar interface used for
experiments, the haptic device is modeled as an impedance
device. Furthermore, it is considered to have purely inertial
dynamics and to be kinematically equivalent to the proxy, i.e.,
the local device controller is not modeled. The user’s hand
is modeled as a pure force source, which is a worst-case
scenario for stability when an impedance device is used [35]
(see Figure 6 for a photo of the impedance device used in
the experiments described in Section VII and modeled in the
simulations in this section).

In the first set of simulations, it is assumed that the device
actuators can apply the impulse-augmented penalty interac-
tions computed by the proposed simulation and reflected to
the device by the four channel teleoperation controller. The
resulting hand trajectories are depicted in Figure 7 and the
forces that would be felt by the user are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 7 demonstrates that the hand trajectory is closer to
the ideal hand trajectory when users interact with a world
generated using the proposed approach than when they interact
with a penalty-based or a constraint-based virtual environment.
The user-perceived forces are closer to the ideal forces, too.
Users feel large forces when new contacts arise (see Figure 8),
and they feel forces that only balance the low hand forceF h = ��0:32N 0:4N 0Nm

�T
during contact. Note that

while the large impulsive forces improve the perception of
rigidity [1], [2], they may exceed the force capabilities ofthe
device.

Several techniques can be used to account for the limitations
of the haptic interface in the proposed approach:
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TABLE I

STIFFNESS AND DAMPING OF THE COORDINATION CONTROLLER AND THEUNILATERAL COUPLER CONNECTING THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT TO THE

HAPTIC INTERFACE.

Four channel Controller Unilateral couplerKcoord = �100N/m 100N/m 0:5N/rad
�T Kcpl = �1000N/m 1000N/m 2:5N/rad

�TBcoord = �70N/(m/s) 70N/(m/s) 0:375N/(rad/s)
�T Bcpl = �50N/(m/s) 50N/(m/s) 0:125N/(rad/s)

�T
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Fig. 7. Simulated hand trajectories obtained when constraint-based (“ideal”),
impulse-augmented penalty-based (“IAPB”), and penalty-based (“PB”) in-
teractions are transmitted to users by the four channel controller, and
when constraint-based interactions are transmitted by theunilateral coupler
(“CBuc”). The device applies the simulated impulses to users in onestep.
Note that the hand trajectory is closest to the ideal trajectory when the virtual
world is generated using the proposed approach and the simulated forces are
transmitted to users by a four channel controller.
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Fig. 8. Simulated forces along the x-axis and torques applied to users by
the four channel controller when the virtual world is generated using the
constraint-based (“ideal”), the impulse-augmented penalty-based (“IAPB”),
and the penalty-based (“PB”) methods, and applied by the unilateral coupler
when the virtual environment is generated using the constraint-based method
(“CBuc”). The device applies the simulated impulses to users in onestep. Note
the large collision impulses applied to users by the four channel controller
when the virtual world is generated using the proposed approach.� Collision impulses can be saturated on the device. When

this strategy is used, the simulation computes collision
impulses according to (20) and sends them to the four
channel controller according to (26). The controller then
saturates the impulses to the maximum value that the
actuators can apply to the device. Hence, full collision
impulses are applied to the virtual tool in the simulation
and saturated impulses are applied to the device. As a
result, different amounts of kinetic energy are extracted
from the virtual tool and the device during collision and

the kinematic correspondence between the two can be
changed significantly, depending on the system dynamics.
Post-collision kinematic correspondence is re-established
through the position coordination channel of the four
channel controller. This channel is much more compliant
than the contact.� Collision impulses can be scaled in the simulation. When
this strategy is used, the simulation computes collision
impulses according to (20) and scales them to the max-
imum value achievable through device actuation. The
scaled impulses are applied to the virtual tool and sent to
the four channel controller. As a result, the same amount
of kinetic energy is extracted from the virtual tool and
the device during collision and their kinematic correspon-
dence is maintained, but the simulation is altered.� Collision impulses can be spread over several steps of
the simulation. When this strategy is used, the simu-
lation scales the collision impulses as explained above.
However, the colliding bodies do not transition to resting
contact if scaling is necessary. Rather, they transition
back to colliding contact and new collision impulses are
computed at each step of the simulation until the force
levels return to the range of the haptic device. As a
result, the amount of kinetic energy extracted from the
virtual tool and the device at each simulation step is the
maximum allowable by the actuators, while the amount
extracted over several steps is equal to that prescribed by
(24). Furthermore, the kinematic correspondence between
the virtual tool and the device is preserved.

Simulated hand trajectories obtained by using these tech-
niques (assuming that the maximum force capability of the
device isF limit = �15N 15N 1Nm

�T
) are presented in

Figure 9. In this figure, “pfull” is the trajectory obtained when
the device can fully apply the simulated collision impulses,
“psaturated” is obtained when collision impulses are saturated
on the device, “pscaled” is obtained when collision impulses
are scaled in the virtual environment, and “pspread” is obtained
when collision impulses are spread over several steps of
the simulation. The hand trajectory degrades as the force
capabilities of the device decrease. The loss of performance
is highest if the interaction forces are saturated on the device.
In this case, full collision impulses are applied to the virtual
tool which stops abruptly and only limited forces are applied
to the user’s hand, which continues to move. After collision,
the user’s hand is coordinated with the virtual tool throughthe
four channel teleoperation controller, whose stiffnessKcoord
and dampingBcoord are much lower than those of the virtual
walls,Kwall andBwall. Hence, constraint violation is largest
and settling time increases (transient response is poorest). The
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Fig. 9. Simulated hand trajectories during user interaction with the impulse-
augmented penalty-based virtual world when the device limitations are ignored
and when they are taken into account (“ideal” - full constraint-based collision
impulses are applied to users; “pfull” - full collision impulses are applied to
users; “psaturated” - collision impulses are saturated on the device; “pscaled”
- collision impulses are scaled in the virtual environment;“pspread” -
collision impulses are spread over several simulation steps when necessary).
Note that device limitations are overcome best by spreadingthe collision
impulses over several time steps. Hence, this is the technique used to address
device limitations in subsequent simulations and experiments.

loss of performance due to limited force capabilities of the
haptic interface is diminished most by spreading the collision
impulses over several steps of the simulation. Therefore, this
technique is used to overcome device force limitations in the
following simulations and experiments.

Both scaling and spreading of collision impulses are equiv-
alent to adapting the coefficient of restitution to the device
capabilities. As a result of this adaptation, the effectiveco-
efficient of restitution may be negative and the post-collision
normal contact velocities may be negative (i.e., bodies may
move into each other after collision resolution). Nevertheless,
the passivity of the proposed collision resolution method is
not affected by an adaptive coefficient of restitution. (24)
shows that the post-collision kinetic energy of the system
is at most equal to its pre-collision kinetic energy for anye 2 [�1; 1]. Hence, adapting the coefficient of restitution to
the device capabilities does not influence the stability of the
haptic interaction.

As the force capabilities of the haptic interface decrease,
the haptic and visual performance of the proposed approach
diminishes. Fore = �1, the impulse-augmented penalty-based
simulation reduces to a penalty-based simulation. The haptic
performance reduction can be seen by comparing Figures 10
and 7. In Figure 10, it is assumed that the device can apply at
mostF limit = �15N 15N 1Nm

�T
and collision impulses

are spread over more time steps when necessary. In Figure 7,
it is assumed that the device can fully apply the collision
impulses to the user’s hand. The hand trajectories representing
interactions with the impulse-augmented penalty-based and
penalties-only virtual environments are closer to each other in
Figure 10 than they are in Figure 7. The visual performance
diminishes correspondingly, as the virtual tool penetrates the
constraints deeper when spreading is required than when the
device can fully apply the collision impulses. Nevertheless,
constraint penetration is smaller in the proposed simulation
than in the penalty-based one regardless of the device lim-
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Fig. 10. Simulated hand trajectories obtained when constraint-based (“ideal”),
impulse-augmented penalty-based (“IAPB”), and penalty-based (“PB”) in-
teractions are transmitted to users by a four channel controller, and when
constraint-based interactions are transmitted to users bya unilateral coupler
(“CBuc”). Collision impulses computed using the proposed method are spread
over several simulation steps when necessary. Note that thehand trajectory is
closest to the ideal trajectory during the interaction witha impulse-augmented
penalty-based virtual world regardless of the limitationsof the device.
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Fig. 11. Simulated forces and torques applied to users by thefour channel
controller when the virtual world is generated using the constraint-based
(“ideal”), the impulse-augmented penalty-based (“IAPB”)and the penalty-
based (“PB”) methods, and applied by the unilateral couplerwhen the
virtual environment is generated using the constraint-based method (“CBuc)”.
Collision impulses computed using the proposed technique are spread over
several simulation steps when necessary. Note that, thoughlimited, the forces
applied to users upon collision are still larger than the penalty-based forces.

itations. Both the haptic and the visual performance of the
impulse-augmented penalty-based virtual world is better than
that of the penalty-based world. In addition, the perceptual
advantage obtained by applying abrupt forces to the user’s
hand upon contact is maintained, since the forces and torques
felt by users are larger when they interact with the proposed
simulation than when they interact with the penalty-based one
(see Figure 11).

VII. E XPERIMENTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed approach is
evaluated against that of the penalty-based approach through
experiments carried out on a virtual environment system devel-
oped in the Robotics and Control Laboratory at the University
of British Columbia. The evaluation is performed using the
same controlled interaction and the same system setup as
in Section VI. Therefore, the forces felt by users during
experiments can be compared to those predicted through
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Fig. 12. Experimental device trajectories during controlled interaction
with impulse-augmented penalty-based and penalty virtualworlds (“IAPB”
- impulse-augmented penalty-based world, full collision impulses applied to
the device; “IAPB LM” - impulse-augmented penalty-based world, limited
collision impulses applied to the device; “PB” - penalty world). Note that the
peg bounces less and settles into the corner faster when the virtual world is
generated using the proposed approach.

simulations. The system comprises a planar haptic interface,
a testbed virtual environment, a controller that coordinates
both forces and positions between the haptic interface and the
virtual environment, and a graphical display. Hand forces are
not directly measurable. They are computed using a system
state observer, the accurate dynamic model of the device,
as well as the measured joint angles and applied actuator
torques, as detailed in [34]. A 700MHz Pentium III personal
computer running VxWorks is used to implement the virtual
world simulation and the device and coordination controllers
at a haptic sampling rate of 512Hz. A Pentium IV personal
computer running Windows 2000 displays the virtual environ-
ment using information received from the haptics engine via
a UDP connection at an average rate of 30Hz.

To ensure the same initial conditions and the same “user”
during all experiments, the user’s hand is replaced with a con-
stant force (Figure 4). Since the haptic device is an impedance-
type interface, elimination of the adaptive hand damping
represents a worst case for stability. Figures 12 and 13 present
the results obtained when the virtual environment is generated
using both a penalty and the proposed simulation.

Figure 12 demonstrates increased contact stability in the
impulse-augmented penalty-based virtual world compared to
the penalty-based one. The peg settles into the corner faster
and bounces less when collision impulses are applied to the
device. As shown in [20], the impulsive “braking” forces
amount to increasing the damping gain in the device to a
very large value only upon penetration into the constraint.
Sustained damping of equivalent gain while the interface is
within the constraint would cause the system to be stable.
Hence, a stiff implementation of a rigid corner augmented
with impulsive forces upon constraint penetration improves
performance because it generates a trajectory that is closer to
the trajectory imposed by a real rigid corner. Alternatively,
a conventional stiff implementation of a rigid corner would
approach the ideal trajectory only through increased gains.
This would result in a lower stability margin.

As expected, the performance of the impulse-augmented
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Fig. 13. Forces and torques applied to the device during controlled interaction
with impulse-augmented penalty-based and penalty virtualworlds (“IAPB” -
impulse-augmented penalty-based world, full collision impulses applied to
the device; “IAPB LM” - impulse-augmented penalty-based world, limited
collision impulses applied to the device; “PB” - penalty world). Note the
large impulses upon collision and the faster settling of thepeg into the corner
during the interaction with the proposed world.

penalty-based world decreases when collision impulses are
applied over several steps in order to meet the device rendering
capabilities (the maximum force that the device can apply
is chosen to beF limit = �15N 15N 1Nm

�T
for this

experiment). A device that can apply only limited forces and
torques dissipates less energy upon impact than that predicted
by the chosen coefficient of restitution. However, it dissipates
more energy than during penalty-based interaction. Moreover,
the perceptual advantage of large force transitions upon contact
is maintained. Though limited, the impulsive forces rendered
to the user are much larger than the penalty-based contact
forces (see Figure 13).

Increased virtual wall damping would also result in larger
force transitions upon impact and less bouncing, i.e., more
stable contact. However, the virtual damping is limited by the
physical damping, the virtual wall stiffness, and the simulation
step during 1 DOF interaction with a virtual wall [7]. The
virtual damping may also be limited by geometry during rigid
body interaction. Guidelines for choosing it without causing
instability are not available presently. Hence, only limited
improvements in the perceived rigidity of the virtual contacts
could be achieved through increasing the virtual damping if
the virtual wall stiffness is large (as needed for a convincingly
rigid resting contacts) and the physical damping is small (as
needed for imperceptible device dynamics). On the other hand,
the impulsive forces provide a physically-based techniquefor
enhancing the realism of the interaction that does not increase
the kinetic energy of the simulated environment and is limited
only by the device capabilities.

The controlled experiment presented in this section demon-
strates the increased stability and perceived rigidity of impulse-
augmented penalty-based rigid body contacts compared to
penalty-based rigid body contacts. Nonetheless, the example
interaction is simple and does not illustrate the computational
performance of the proposed approach during spatial (6 DOF)
rigid body interactions. In this example, at most six collisions
have been resolved simultaneously (they occur when the user
inserts the peg into the tight fitting hole at the top of the
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virtual world depicted in Figure 4) and collision resolution
has not been a limiting factor5. Therefore, intensive further
tests are needed to validate the feasibility of the approach
for 6 DOF manipulations in cluttered virtual environments.
These tests must illustrate whether the pseudo-inversion of the
square matrixJ cD�1J Tc meets the speed required by the
haptic controller during interactions involving a large number
of simultaneous collisions.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

The simulation approach proposed in this paper improves
the stability and the perceived rigidity of contacts during
haptic interaction with multi rigid body virtual worlds. The
approach is based on a new model of rigid body contact that
assumes infinite stiffness upon contact and limited stiffness
during contact. The infinite stiffness upon contact is rendered
to users through impulsive forces, while the limited stiffness
during contact is rendered through penalty forces. The impul-
sive forces are computed using a new simultaneous collision
resolution method that never increases the kinetic energy
of the multi rigid body virtual world. When new contacts
arise, the impulsive forces generate large hand accelerations
without requiring increased contact stiffness and damping. The
performance of the proposed approach is compared with that
of existing haptic methods for virtual environment generation.
Simulations and controlled experiments demonstrate improved
contact stability in a planar virtual world.

Future work will investigate the numerical performance of
the proposed collision resolution method during spatial (6
DOF) rigid body manipulations. Extensions of the method to
simultaneous impacts with different coefficients of restitution
and the incorporation of dry friction in the collision response
will also be studied. To enable users to distinguish interactions
with objects made of various materials, alternative impulse
rendering techniques will be explored. These extensions will
increase the realism of the impulsive interaction with an
impulse-augmented penalty-based virtual environment.

APPENDIX I
PASSIVITY OF THE COLLISION MAP FOR ONE COLLISION

This section presents the proof of Theorem 1. Proof:
The proof starts by computing the contact impulse by substi-
tution of (15) into (9):�eJ c _q0 = J c _q0 +J cD�1J Tc p)p = � (1 + e)�J cD�1J Tc ��1J c _q0. (27)

Then, the post-collision configuration space velocity results
after substitution from (27) in (9):_q = _q0 � (1 + e)D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c _q0 == �I � (1 + e)J cJ c� _q0 (28)

5Neither was collision resolution a limiting factor during the experiments
described in [4]. In these experiments, a planar linkage with three links
and revolute joints is manipulated in a virtual environmentincluding a rigid
enclosure and two other moving objects. Linkage operation is illustrated for
both perfectly elastic and perfectly plastic contacts.

whereI is thed� d identity matrix.
Next it is shown that:DJ cJ c �J Tc J TcDJ cJ c = 0. (29)

Indeed, using the definition of the dynamically consistent
inverse ofJ c and the symmetry of the inertia matrix:DJ cJ c �J Tc J TcDJ cJ c == DD�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c �J Tc �D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1�T DD�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c == J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c �J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��TJ cD�TJ Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c == J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c �J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J cD�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc ��1J c = 0. (30)

In (30),
�J cD�1J Tc ��T = �J cD�1J Tc ��1 andD�T =D�1 since they are symmetric. Furthermore:�DJ cJ c �J Tc J TcDJ cJ c�T == J Tc J TcD �J Tc J TcDJ cJ c = 0. (31)

Then, the post-collision kinetic energy of the system is be
computed as follows:KE = 12 _qTD _q == 12 _qT0 �I � (1 + e)J Tc J Tc �D �I � (1 + e)J cJ c� _q0 == 12 _qT0D _q0 � (1 + e) 12 _qT0�DJ cJ c +J Tc J TcD � (1 + e)J Tc J TcDJ cJ c� _q0 == KE0 � (1 + e) 12 _qT0�2J Tc J TcDJ cJ c � (1 + e)J Tc J cTDJ cJ c� _q0 == KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J Tc J TcDJ cJ c _q0. (32)

Since J Tc J TcDJ cJ c is symmetric, it is positive semi-
definite and KE � KE0 8e 2 �0,1�

APPENDIX II
PASSIVITY OF THE COLLISION MAP FOR OVERDETERMINED

CONSTRAINTS

This section presents the proof of Theorem 2. Proof:
The proof follows the same reasoning as the proof
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of Theorem 1, where
�J cD�1J Tc ��1 is replaced by�J cD�1J Tc �y. The proof holds since�J cD�1J Tc �y = �J cD�1J Tc �yJ cD�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �y

.
Furthermore, it is shown in Appendix III that:J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c = J Tn �J nD�1J Tn��1J n, (33)

whereJ Tc = �J Tn J Tr �T andJ n is full row rank. Then:KE = KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J Tc J TcDJ cJ c _q0 == KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J Tc �D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �y�TD�D�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �y�J c _q0 == KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ cD�1J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c _q0 == KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c _q0 == KE0 � �1� e2� _qT0J TnJ TnDJ nJ n _q0. (34)

SinceJ TnJ TnDJ nJ n is positive semi-definite, simultaneous
collision resolution is passive, i.e.KE � KE0 8e 2 [0,1],
when the constraints are overdetermined.

APPENDIX III
PROOF OF IMPLICIT ELIMINATION OF CONSTRAINT

OVERDETERMINANCY

Proof: This section proves that (33) holds by showing
that:� J cD�1J Tc is invertible whenJ c is full row rank;� J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c = J Tn �J nD�1J Tn��1J n

when J c is row rank deficient,J n is full row rank,
andJ Tc = �J Tn J Tr �.

If J c is full row rank, then the symmetric matrixJ cJ Tc
is invertible and all its singular values are strictly positive.
Therefore:vTJ cD�1J Tc v � �min �D�1�vTJ cJ Tc v �� �min �D�1��min �J cJ Tc �vvT > 0 8v 6= 0,(35)

i.e.,J cD�1J Tc is positive definite, hence invertible.
If J c is row rank deficient, letJ c be given byJ Tc =�J Tn J Tr �T , whereJ n is full row rank, i.e.,rank(J n) =rank(J c) = n and rank(J r) = r. By elementary row

operations: �In 0A Ir��J nJ r� = �J n0 � , (36)

whereA 2 Rr�n andIn andIr are identity matrices of rankn andr, respectively.

Then:�J cD�1J Tc �y ==  �In 0A Ir��1 �J n0 �D�1 �J Tn 0T � �In AT0 Ir ��T!y == �� In 0�A Ir��J n0 �D�1 �J Tn 0T � �In �AT0 Ir ��y == �In AT0 Ir � �J nD�1J Tn 00 0�y �In 0A Ir� . (37)

The last algebraic manipulation is based on the fact that:�XXT�y = �XT�yXy. (38)

To show that (38) holds, let the SVD ofX be given asX = U�V T . Then:�XXT�y = �U��UT�y = U�0�0UT == U�0V TV �0UT = �XT�yXy, (39)

where: �0 = 26664 1�1 � � � � � � � � � 0
...0 � � � 1�n � � � 00 � � � 0 � � � 037775 , (40)

and�1 � � ��n are the singular values ofX .J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c can now be computed using (36)
and (37):J Tc �J cD�1J Tc �yJ c == J Tc �In AT0 Ir � �J nD�1J Tn 00 0�y �In 0A Ir�J c == �J Tn 0� "�J nD�1J Tn��1 00 0# �J n0 � == J Tn �J nD�1J Tn��1J n. (41)
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